
A Concert of Hope
Students’ Perspectives on Current Events



FORWARD
The Concert of Hope Anthology is a collection of poems by students from South 
Orange and Maplewood Middle Schools. These poems represent the students’ 
thoughts about the events that have taken place during the 2020 quarantine. 

Thank you for donating, and helping the students voices be heard!



The Quarantine Blues

Roses are red Violets are blue I’m sick of quarantine and so are you. 
I’m sick of my house and all that's inside from the walls to the floors 

and even the doors.
Since quarantine started I've got extra chores, going around to sweep 

all the floors.
When will this end I need to go out, to see my friends and wander 

about.
Until that day comes I sit in dispar knowing how bad it is out there.

-Molly Graham SOMS



Having to stay away from your friends.

Objecting to police violence.

Racing for a vaccine.

Reruns playing on TV.

Injustice for people of color.

Black people killed while unarmed.

Locked in your house for months. 

Economy is crashing. 

Horrible
Jonah Breen

SOMS



Benjamin Wood SOMS

“Hiding”
All we do is hide,

Hide like a snail in its shell,

As the Earth burned we hid,

As the virus spread we hid,

And now as we hide from a new event,

The Earth flourishes,

For the greatest flaw of the human race is to hide,

But our greatest gift is those who take action,

Thank you to all the first responders and activists,

Who are trying to help Earth be a better place.



I once read a book
In which the author articulated loneliness.

As a house with lit windows, emanating a warm radiance.
A house in which there are a myriad of faces

None of which are your own.
And you, isolated

In the caliginous light.
But loneliness is expulsion.

It is the collapse of this structure known as civilization.
A structure of sanity.

Loneliness is the lack of percipience.
It is turning the next corner with a blindfold over your eyes

With no one there to guide you
Or to catch you if you fall.

Loneliness is finding the strength to rise with the sun.
To commence each morning

With an optimistic lens.
It is knowing

that you shine brighter in the dark.

Loneliness:
Amina Swarns MMS



Today’s World
Danny Schulman SOMS

Thinking about the COVID-19 epidemic is odd.
 It was kind of a joke in January and now has control over the world.

 I can remember vividly watching the numbers grow and grow and grow.
 I can remember taking a car ride and seeing the nearly empty parking lots and streets of downtown South 

Orange.
 I can remember when cars came through my street.

 Now only business owned vehicles can be seen rolling down it.
 It's all surreal,

 Like some weird dream that feels realistic but bends the rules of reality.
 I don’t feel like I’m a part of this pandemic, 
Instead forced to watch from the sidelines,

While the world falls to chaos. 
The lesson I’ve learned so far is simple: It’s not fun to be part of history.



Longing for life
Sebastian Wright MMS

I am longing for life to continue 
Life is being lived and yet it isn't

I keep waiting to wake up from this terrible dream
And yet no matter how many times I pinch myself 
My eyes stay open in the slow moving reality

I can’t wait to walk outside where shaking hands is ok
I can’t wait for a time where we can walk hand in hand once again

Where the air is as clean as the clouds above 
And equality is reality 

I can’t wait until we can hug again
And walk on the same side of the road

Where we can watch the sam sunset from different places
And yet still know...we're not alone.



Together but Apart
Grace Webber SOMS

When we see each other again
What will we do 
The phones come out
From different places 
To communicate with the same 
people 

I text 
Gwyneth texts 
Lilah texts 
Vida texts 
Maya texts 
Maya texts 

We can go to target
We can get matching bathings suits 
We can get matching pajamas 
Tons of candy 

Precious time together 
Emptiness and sadness fills all of our 
hearts 
But laughter and happiness fills our 
conversation
We can be together soon 
And laugh and share secrets soon

We are lucky 
To have each other 
To communicate with each other 
Time with them is precious
6 peas in a pod all together  
When will we see each other again



Oh poor, poor George Floyd!
After his death his family was destroyed.
I can't breathe! I can't breathe! He cried. 

Now, we march today to say
black and white people can play.
together with no controversy. It’s okay!

Racism, racism, is an awful thing.
It is something that people bring.
It is taught. In protests this Spring,

If we struggle and stand strong!
Justice will be served,
We can strive to right all wrong. 

#BLM

Why We March
Keir Sampson MMS



The Falls
Adi Karthik
SOMS

Our actions are  like Waterfalls

A man does the impressive and stand on a rock at the  fall 

That is impressive so he does a handstand

He falls into falls of consequences  

Don't overwork yourself

Or you too will fall



One thousand dreams 
They make me scream
Cause try as i might 
they won't come true

The wind blows hard 
across the yard
All seems to be  right 
On this peaceful night, And yet its not 

To think that somewhere
Someone gasps for air
Or fights for rights 
that ought To be given

One thousand dreams
They make me scream
Cause try as i might 
they won't come true

But despite the broken stars 
We will stand up for what is rightfully ours
One thousand dreams for
 one million people.

One 
Thousand 

Dreams

Valencia Almeida
SOMS



“I wish” - Audrey Noguera SOMS
I wish we had a life,                                    
Where women were treated as equal.
We fought for our rights long ago,
But we don’t want to create a sequel.

I wish we had a life,
Where we got paid the same as men.
For doing the same work,
We get paid less than.

I wish we had a life,
Where no matter who you are,
You aren’t looked down upon,
If you’re nothing less than a star.



Pandemic
Togetherness

Stella Iyengar SOMS



It Will End

 Adam Jacob SOMS

He pulled the mitten on hurriedly and stood up. He was 
somewhat frightened. He stamped forcefully until the feeling 
returned to his feet. It certainly was cold, was his thought. That 
man from Sulphur Creek had spoken the truth when telling how 
cold it sometimes got in this country. And he had laughed at him 
at the time! That showed one must not be too sure of things. 
There was no mistake about it, it was cold. He walked a few 
steps, stamping his feet and waving his arms, until reassured by 
the returning warmth. Then he took some matches and pr

The dog was sorry to leave and looked toward the fire. 
This man did not know cold. Possibly none of his ancestors had 
known cold, real cold. But the dog knew and all of its family 
knew. And it knew that it was not good to walk outside in such 
fearful cold. It was the time to lie in a hole in the snow and to 
wait for this awful cold to stop. There was no real bond between 
the dog and the man. The one was the slave of the other. The dog 
made no effort to his face. Again his moist breath quickly 
powdered the hair on his face with white. He looked 



An ode to all who feel threatened
Who’ve had their rights stripped away
We’ll keep trying, although we have beckoned
For all to feel safe through the day 
They’re turning back time bit by bit
Each day one decade is ripped from us
There's nothing funny or easy about it
Going to jail for sitting in the front of the bus
That’s right, we’ve gone back
Where many people lack
The basics of empathy for other humans
Stuck in a situation, deficient in acumen
So police man, you made a mistake
We must forgive you?
But come on, are you not awake
Along with those who are “color blind”, too
That “mistake” you made turned his family's life
From daffodil yellow to crimson red adding more strife

So you, the killer, the murderer, the cop
Are you really expecting praise and for all of it to just 
drop
It’s just not right since the executioner gets a pass
From jail where all the food tastes like a**
“He needs to be guilty” we plead to the jury
But he’s white, so he probably won’t worry
One bit
This is not an ode to the privileged, but to the 
unprivileged
Once again, to the biast out there, this is not lit
‘Cause when you don’t see human, just tones, you can 
destroy a whole village

An Ode to The Strugglers
Margaret McManus MMS



I was always told that no matter what color 
of skin you are, you're welcomed.

That your complexion does not define you 
as a person. 

A skin tone. A color. Shades. Art. 
You as a human being, you are art. You are 

you. 
Lives are lost for colors. Shades, Art. Why 

does it matter? Why are some people more 
privileged than others? Why would I not be 
killed by a black officer?  Because I have 

something everyone should  have. 
Privileges. Something that is given. Given 
because of my skin tone. The less melanin 
in my skin causes me to have more rights 
than other human beings. Who might have 
greater feelings then all of the white rase 

combined. But we will never know. 
Because they are shunned by the color of 

their skin. 
Yes all lives matter, but whites have always 

had their time. Their privileges. Three 
rights. Why? Simply because a color. 

Why? Idiotic reasons. 

When I have a child, I will tell them that 
color does not define a person. Eye shape 
does not tell you everything. Do not judge a 

person off their looks. There is so much 
more than meets the naked eye. So when 

the microscope breaks, be brave and 
speak. Become a friend to someone who 

needs it. 
If my child is darker in complexion. I will tell 
them that they are loved. I will not protect 
them as much as I could, because I will 
raise them to be strong individuals. So 

when push comes to shove, they  will block 
the push, and continue on with their lives. 
Live the best one they can. And when their 

children come around, they will do the 
same thing with them. In hopes for a better 
future. Cause complexion does not define 

you. 
Don't let comments and actions extinguish 

the light of hope inside you. 
Move forward.

Don't stop until you have come to your final 
destination. 

It's a place where everyone is welcomed. 
It's called home.

It’s Called Home

Lanah Differt SOMS



I Can’t Breathe
Keira Monagle MMS

After freedom for a 
lifetime
We are home for an 
eternity
The television shouts: 
“Wear a mask!”
And you do as it says
Of course

Find the positive
We are home but not 
broken
“Stay healthy and safe”

But can we really have faith
In humanity
When some are still shunned
For merely the color of their 
skin?

Can we really stay safe
Under the roof of innocence
And our homes
When Americans
Just like us
In the land of the free
And home of the brave
Are killed
“I can’t breathe,
I can’t breathe.”



I listen to a song that plays loud and clear 
It flows through the wind and into my ear 

You might be wondering what this song is about, for all I know it could be about a boy scout 

The song could be about a Giraffe that is tall, 
Or it could be about a trip to the mall 

I don’t know what this song is about 
It’s as if this song is more complicated than climbing the alps 

It could be about a talking dog 
Or about a frog on a log 

For all I know this song is long
It could be about someone who’s strong 

That is everything I know about this song
It is like a game of ping pong that never ends 
Until the game finally descends 

A Song
Max Schwartzbard MMS



2020
Maya Vijayvergiya MMS

While the screams are on the outside,

They are still in my head.

Clutching to my ears,

Never letting go.

The last words are living with their legacy,

The legacy of gold and innocence.

There is no white flag that we will ever throw,

This reality must be told,

From generation to generation, 

Protest to protest.

Privilege is the enemy,

The everlasting parasite.

The pollution of discrimination lurks in the air,

Closing in our minds.

Why must the truth be called a riot,

While the lies flourish?

Why must this be the case?

Why must this be 2020?



If the World were 
different, we 
wouldn’t have to 
live in fear

Of some deadly virus that lurks just outside the door

Or a policeman with a mission and a gun beside his hip

Of the world drying up with each piece of trash you litter

Or our neighbors and our friends finding arguments for fun

Or that each time we step out of the house, a war could start

Or that if you get a cold one day, your own boss would fire you 

Or that if you break your arm, you can’t afford the hospital, 

Or that to some, your health matters less than your money. 

We wouldn’t have to be afraid that our friends might not be 
there for us, 

Because if the world were different, we would know they are our 
friend. 

 

If the World Were Different

Sedona Howell

SOMS



If the world were 
different, you could 
dance out in the 
street. 

And the ones who used to stare would play music through their 
windows  

And you could go and hug your neighbors for the award that 
they won 

And there would be no need for protests because everyone was 
equal

And there would be nothing that you could litter, so the world 
would really thrive

And the only reason people died was because they were quite 
old

And your friends would be there to protect you, and they 
wouldn’t back down. 

But just waiting for the world to change won’t do us any good 

Because even you can change the world, if you really really try.

Just put a little heart in it and open up your eyes. 

 



Little Did I Know
Grace Webber SOMS 

The bright pink nail polish swept over my toes
March 13,
A half day
Celebrating my birthday in town with my friend
Getting our nails painted

Worry hung in the air 
Would we have to leave school for corona
Excitement hung in the air 
Would we have to stay home for corona

The pink brush swept over my pinky 
She turned showing me her phone 
A smile on her face 
Schools canceled she exclaimed
We smiled and called our friends
Little did I know this would ruin my 7th grade 
school year



A Rollercoaster

Luca A.  Massoni

SOMS

Our emotions are like a rollercoaster

You never know what will come next

A twist, a turn, or a loopdeeloop

It doesn’t matter anymore

But if you hold your eagerness for emotion

You will never know the happiness and relief that comes

While this rollercoaster is fun it will make bad things too,

Like our anger, sadness, fear

But like a rollercoaster ride you have to take the good with the bad

Or you’ll never know what might have been. 



Character Not Color
Favour Okoli MMS

I'm so tired of pretending    
 Wheres black peoples happy ending  
      All these black folks getting shot dead

Left and right a tear is what their parents have to shed 
Your treating them bad cause there black and not white                      

That ain't right and it makes me feel tight
Color is something we don't control 

So judging by color isn't how we roll
So what if were black that does not define us 

What really matters is the character that lives inside of us
We are all unique because we're not the same

So quit playing all these dumb games
Cause character is all that matters it's what 

defines us
                                                 



Through the worst we are there for each other

Through the best we strive to feel better

When we are down

There is someone there to change our frown

When we are up 

There is always someone to cheer up

We are there for each other through everything

Because We Are One!

We Are One
Isaac Buchalter SOMS



Wrong is Wrong
Wrong is wrong and needs to stop. One wrong is wrong and one is enough

When you are wrong admit your wrong 

Wrongs are not a problem just a challenge to conquer

And the harder you fight it the easier it will be to overcome

So wrong is never bad just to be fixed on

Wrong is wrong

Barry Navan SOMS



Lost in a Fantasy
Riley Johnson SOMS 
     If i was told to sum up the year in 3 words i would say the biggest failure. Not just because of the 
coronavirus, Not just because of the police brutality, not just because of the riots but the way it all makes 
you feel inside the feeling is like when you are walking but then your shoelace keeps untying like you're 
always taking a step back after you take a step forward. I don’t like to focus on the negatives because 
that's all people talk about no one talks about how the world came together to raise my for the australian 
fires this year and now there fixed no one's talking about how pollution rates are down but i get it it’s 
hard to talk about the good stuff when the bad stuff gets shoved in your face.  2021 i keep thinking about 
will 2021 be the best year yet or will we face the same challenges.  I sometimes get lost in a fantasy 
dreaming 2021 will be the best year yet but that's what i thought last year and look where we are. So when 
they are writing the text books about this year don’t just say the facts say what you can learn from it. 
Learn from history's mistakes, The world isn’t a fantasy it’s a dream that can sometimes turn into a 
nightmare, Anything could happen bad or good.   Don’t get lost in the dream like i was lost in the fantasy 
of it all.  



“The Parachute”
Adam Jacob SOMS

People storm the streets

Let us be free, they chant

Signs, voices, and even masks, which 

they say 

they don’t believe in

This angers the others

Maybe the parachute slowed the 

fall

But don’t cut it yet



Climate Change is Like... 
Danny Schulman SOMS

Climate change is like me trying to tell a joke.
 It’s long, painful and you’ll want to change your lifestyle choices to get away from it.

 Climate change is like a poorly written sequel,
 Ruining things that were great and making you want to give reading that series or in climate change’s 

case, go outside.
 Climate change is like an invasion,

 With one side fighting for something unjust and pointless and the other side trying to simply survive and 
stay sovereign.

 Also like fighting an invasion,
 If people band together, that invasion can be stopped.



Black lives matter”

Is what they say

But if you mean it

Then why don’t you treat us the same?

The inside is what matters

Not the color of our skin

Our hearts are so big

But when you're mean your heart turns thin

We live the exact same life

With little to no difference

The only thing is, 

   Inside 

Laurel Sackett SOMS

You’re just privileged

We worked hard for our 
rights 

And got some justice

But you got to live your life

Without any ruckus



At first when we were told to stay home 
We all felt very much alone. 

I'm building legos day after day. 
It passed the time until almost May

I took my piano lessons over Facetime on the screen
It wasn’t like anything I had ever seen. 

My piano teacher got the virus and was very sick. 
It took her months to recover but she’s shaken it off without a switch. 

My birthday was a drive-by with friends whizzing by
We all ate burgers sent from five guys. 

I’ve played hours and hours of Fortnite
When my dad yells to get me off it gives me quite the fright

We did school over google classroom and mom was my teacher
My dad went online to buy me sneakers. 

Then the world blew up when George Floyd was killed
I protested and hope that our country can be more just and fulfilled

I hope this virus does not last. 
I hope something good can come from 2020 when we leave it in the past. 

Inside My House
Jack Clammer 

MMS



Sprinting out of the school doors holding our bags on our backs

Talking over each other barely hearing what we are saying.

Bodies filled with excitement almost making us want to jump up and fly away.

Our minds only filled with carefree thoughts.

Chattering non stop about a free vacation.

Coming to a stop and finally parting.

Swiftly turning around and waving my hand with a huge grin.

See you soon I called out,

Not knowing if I would ever see her again.

See You Soon
Isabel Pedersen

SOMS



Tightrope
Naomi Zola-Finlay SOMS

Being a hero is  a selfless act, they walk on a tightrope.

Beneath the tightrope is sickness, death and prison.

With that in mind they keep walking the tightrope, even though they might fall.

Because at the end there is equality, a better world, a world without discrimination, a world where 
African-American and white students can be treated the same way and given the same education.

So they walk, balancing on that wobbly tightrope, the more who walk with them the closer the end 
gets. 



My Life Matters
Elle Guillaume SOMS

I was born into this world

Unaware that my race would affect the way I am treated

White women hold their purse a little tighter, leaving me feeling defeated

Police officers the people who are supposed to protect us 

Kill us, even when we beg and plead

How many of us have to die, and bleed

For them to understand

That my life Matters



“Masks” 
Benjamin Wood SOMS

The masks,
They’re everywhere,

On everyone,
They mean safety,

But they represent danger,
We need them,

Like we never have 
before,

The masks,
They’re everywhere.



Upon the Concept of Diversity:
Amina Swarns MMS

Racism strives
Sexism thrives

Yet we move on
We claim to be equal

Yet we create assumptions
By gender

By race
By appearance

Never taking into consideration
How we influence

Those who are surrounding us
We feign

That we have improved

Those who suffer
From hunger

Don't deserve to be neglected
As we claim 

To be more considerate
Yet they are

Looked over, discriminated against, suffering, 
neglected

All because of how we perceive those
Who don't look

Speak
And think

The same way that we do
Acceptance

Diversity
Kindness.

And we have
But not nearly enough

Those who get shot in the street
Because of how they appear

Don't deserve to be looked over
While we insist

That we have moved on
Those who are discriminated against

Because of who they know that they are
For what they believe in



Waiting
Violet Holtz MMS

Inside my house.
Waiting for everything.
Waiting for a vaccine,
Waiting for packages. 

When will the waiting stop?
I want to help, 

Not wait for others to do something.
I want to make a change

Inside my house. 



Nature use to flow as smooth and clean as a river,
It’s power infinite,

But now it has been slowing down,
And collecting trash in it.

It is easy to see where the trash comes from,
Its makers are strange and funny,

Because no matter what they do to nature,
All they care about is making money.

Yes human beings are killing nature,
Starting a mass extinction,
Yet the companies doing it,

Always claim its fiction.

So it is our job to clean the river,
And stop the garbage makers,

Before the earth starts heating up,
And us our own bakers.

The River of 
Nature

Henry Martin SOMS



Everyone Matters - Nate Martin SOMS
Everyone matters,
No matter if you're Black or White, 
Or anything else,
You should not be treated differently,
You should not be treated like a thing,
But you should be treated as a unique and beautiful person,
Treated like everyone else, 
Nobody should have to suffer, 
Or live a life of discrimination, 
Everyone should be treated the same, 
Everyone should be loved just as much as the next, 
Everyone deserves a life of happiness, 
As if they were a flower floating in the wind.



I think you know

I think you know that separating is wrong

Because how can you be so scared to accept that you discriminate because someone looks different

How can you hurt someone for fear that they will hurt you simply because they look

different

Equal isn’t a word in your vocabulary

Equal means that because someone is different

Doesn’t mean you can discriminate

And give yourself permission to hurt and kill and dominate

There is no stronger race

I think you know

I Think You Know
Ellie Broughton

SOMS



Our World
Max Coey MMS 

On this day, I cannot see
What there is ahead of me
Like the dark; as night ‘fore dawn
Here this virus rages on

The world was in a peaceful place
Without a problem we must face
But as a firework would go
The world became a horror show

Like a tiger released, the virus spread quick
Going and making loads quite sick
The world shut down, making all pay the price
Caused by the few that weren’t so nice

People fought and blamed each other
Rather than being a brother
For now, unknowns lie ahead
In waters we have yet to tread



Society’s Broken Leg
Society has a broken leg

Sure, all of society's bones matter

But right now our main issue is the broken leg

And once society fixes its broken leg, 

All bones will be recognized equally. 

Elle Guillaume



The buzz of the razor, 
Against his head made me laugh.
She cracked jokes from the other 
side,
Of the screen. 

“No Isa! Let me see!”
She laughed.
I guess his hands were clumsy,
Or maybe it wasn't an accident
But the razor slipped.
And I laughed even harder.

The warmth of the fireplace,
Made me happy.
It was almost as if,
The pandemic had never 
happened. 

Once I remembered,
Why we had to do this in the first 
place.
It didn’t hurt me. 
Because all that mattered,
Was in the room with me.
On screen or in person.



A crowd of people wearing masks
This is not like the peaceful protests that I remember from the
not so distant past

The closer I walk, the higher I hold my sign
Liberty and Justice For All. It’s time.

I understand that it is not a time to forgive and forget. 
It is a time to remember, and I will not yet
Begin to tolerate this treason, though it lies on the soil 
on which our country was built upon

This country came from people, powerful  people who did not understand,
 how their “resolved problems” would affect kids and adults for centuries to come.
And suddenly we realize  that we cannot wait for these powerful people to fix it for us.

And so it appears, clear as day, that again, we must think and say, POWER TO THE PEOPLE.

Power to 
the 

People

Ella Levy 
MMS



“The Street” Katherine Payne SOMS
Behind me, my mom talks loudly to her boss,
Across the table, my sister stares at her phone with disinterest
While too-loud music plays from it
To my far right, my other sister cooks scrambled eggs,
sizzling obnoxiously in the pan
On my right, my brother walks by, towards the bathroom.

I look to my left,
To the window
Looking out over the side of the neighbor’s yard.
If I turn my head a little more,
I can see the street.
I used to walk down that street,
And plenty more,
Everyday.
But add a mask,
And subtract the fresh air -

My mom laughs loudly,
My sister starts talking to her friend,
My other sister starts scraping at the pan,
The toilet flushes.



Imperfection
Madeleine Benson SOMS

Things may seem perfect
From the sky to the gentle breeze,
But I know somewhere out there
This isn’t how it seems

Because hatred can fill the air, 
But discrimination can be anywhere
And that is the hatred we’re faced with today,
That never really seems to ever go away.

But people still protest in some sort of way, 
Because black lives always matter 
No matter the way.

So if you are the one to change the way
That people are treated please do so right away.



Color
My melanin skin is considered a sin. Color.
I walk outside and I catch your eye. This is because of my... Color. At work you say her braids won't 
cause a raise yet you wear them. Do you know their history and what they mean to me? Color. 

You might loathe me for my race but I will always embrace my. Color .

~ Ayden Guy Barrino SOMS



Change Now
Hudson Ebright SOMS

All black lives matter

People need to see this now

Because change must come



The World We Live In
Adam Jacob SOMS

Once an earth of purity,

Our planet is slowly dying

The sky became so dirty,

And the clouds might one day stop crying

After all mother nature has done for us,

We repay her with brutal attack

One by one we do our part,

To make the ozone crack

So why, I ask, why must we,

Hurt our mother earth

The answer, sad though it may be,

Is we think money has more worth


